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INTRODUCTION
Over the decades, the functioning of

the major e-governance applications is
aimed at automating the processes of the
Government. With the internet came in
existence, there is a paradigm shift in the
development of  applications as they are
present in web. The cyber security,
electronic payment gateway, business
process outsourcing are some of the new
terminologies found in our applications
as more and more stake holders are
present between citizens and
government. Invariably, in all these
applications, the internet is the basic
requirement and the netizens submit his
online application, grievance, payments
from his office or at home or from a
browsing centre either technically
dependent or independent.

But, citizen perspectives from
Government expect fairness and ease in
dealings; let it come to him manually,
mechanically or electronically.. In most
of the occasions, a computer across the
counter requires authentic verification of
the individual with various documents
for proof. There is always a complaint
that this process is time consuming. If the
application is online, the server
computer authenticates the user at
various levels before a secured
transaction occur. 

In these situations, a “Handy” solution
is readily available for the e-governance
applications which is the usage of “Hand

held Terminals” otherwise called as Point
of Sale(PoS)  systems.

WHAT IS A TRANSACTION
TERMINAL?
It is a  mobile handheld data terminal

which has the ability to capture, process
and transmit information to host
computers in real time. The simple user-
friendly design allows you to operate
with ease. The device can be integrated
with external barcode reader, built in
contactless smart card reader. Some of
the hand held devices have in-built
fingerprint scanner designed to specific
applications like PDS, NREGA etc., for
biometric authentication for beneficiary
transactions. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Normally the widely available Hand

Held terminals available in India have
128 x 64 pixel LCD Graphic with LED
back light. These hand held devices uses
processors like Marvell PXA270 ,
ARM9. Also, the memory ranges from
128MB to 1 GB with flash memory
Linux and Windows CE Operating
systems are widely used in these devices.
Custom keypads are available with
function keys for paper feed, cancel and
bar code reader options.  These devices
can be used in Indian climatic conditions
for carrying to remote locations. Also,
applications are designed integrated with
voice response for transactions
supporting WAV and MP3 files. 

ANSI 378 is the interoperability
standard for fingerprint templates and
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Transaction Terminal is
a mobile handheld
data terminal which
has the ability to
capture, process and
transmit information to
host computers in real
time. New models of
hand held devices
come with seamless
connectivity options
like GSM/GPRS, CDMA
and Ethernet.  Also,
they support all the
payment related
logical interfaces for
Magnetic stripe reader,
Smart card reader and
optional Contact-less
card reader.
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the hand held devices basically should
support the template formats. Similarly,
ISO/IEC 19794-4 specifies fingerprints
image standard and ISO/IEC 14794-2
for minutiae data standard. Generally,
the hand held terminals are compliant to
both ANSI 378/ISO 19794-2 formats.

WHERE THE HAND HELD DEVICES
ARE BEST FITTED?
Over the last decade, hundreds of web

enabled e-government systems have
been deployed in India.  It needs
citizens’ participation and transparency
in operations.  Electronic Payment of
Bills including utility services like
Electricity Bills, Telephone bills can be
paid electronically and thus citizens can
avoid going to receipt counters of the
corporation or post offices and standing
in long queues for payment of their
electricity bills. Though these
applications are available in web it had
evoked partial response.

Apart from these, the major
applications like Public Distribution
System, Property Tax payments,
Disbursement of Aid or materials
through camps can be done with Hand
held devices.  In all these systems, the
computers need not be situated or taken
to citizen doorsteps. Only the handy PoS
devices can be taken by the official for
the safe transactions. 

The Hand held devices helps the
solutions provider in 

l Centralized server update and receipt
printing

l Productivity enhancement of staff

l Real time inventory management

l Avoid book record keeping

l Reduce fraud

l Secure transactions using biometric
authentication

l Transactions updated in real time on
central server

l Updated customer data at central

server without carrying a computer
system or laptop towards the citizen.

PROBLEM UNDERSTANDING
A well defined work flow is required

to implement a successful Hand held
device based system.  If a system is
addressing to a huge records
geographically distributed and update
the transactions every month by
verifying and authenticating the
individual, the hand held device is the
best tool for implementing the same. 

The system requires clear work flow
for the following:

HAND HELD TERMINAL IN PDS
APPLICATION
A typical application of the Hand held

terminal is now can be seen in PDS
applications of few states. In PDS
application, a state may have a back-end
database of card holders, the quantity of
commodities issued to each FP Shop.
The state PDS system requires an
effective mechanism to monitor the
delivery of commodities to the ration
card holders through FP Shops. Here,
the Hand held terminal serves the
purpose. 

l The system should have the
capability to move the enumerated data
to PoS or smart card for making
transactions.

l If a Citizen is visiting the FP Shop,
then he has to bring or produce the
relevant smart card based ID card or
ration card for verification. 

l Biometric fingerprint authentication
is done using handheld terminal by
comparing the fingerprint data available
in Smart card with the individual. This
ensures secure transactions.

l If the Hand held terminal is used for
issuing commodities from a FP Shop,
either a bar code available in the ration
card or smart card will be verified for the
eligibility or the category of the citizen.

The FP dealer will also have a smart card
containing the card holders details, price
policy, and quantity of bags lifted from
warehouse.

l After verification, the official issues
the commodities to the beneficiary and
hands over receipt generated using in-
built printer in handheld terminal. 

l Two receipts can be generated: one
for beneficiary and another for official
purpose.

l The transaction details can be stored
in handheld terminal / smart card. 

l Data is uploaded from handheld
terminal to central server in ONLINE
mode through GSM/GPRS, CDMA, or
PSTN mode of communication or in
OFFLINE mode using USB drive.
Batch mode updation is also possible for
bulk updation at any interval on a day.

l Reports at various levels are
generated

For the above processes, a customized
application is required in Hand held
terminal.A custom built MIS can be
developed to monitor the online mode
updations at the central server and the
collections across the districts or a place
can be seen online.

With the above features, the registers
maintained in FP Shops are made
electronic, and closing stock of FP Shop
are made online. Simultaneously, the
delivery to card holders are tracked
online by the department.

Sufficient study is required and design
document containing Hand held
terminal specifications, smart card
specifications and the application
specifications are required for the
complete functioning of the system.
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